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The success of Wireless Sensor Networks is heavily constrained by its reliance on storage
technology like batteries, which are a finite resource. Whilst the number of transistors in
an IC doubles every 18 months, the energy density of batteries is relatively flat during the
same time period. This is a key challenge in leveraging the Internet of Things on trains.
The gravity of this problem is increased by an order of magnitude when the network is to
be scaled up to hundreds or thousands of nodes. Comprehensive research and
development efforts have been devoted to building ultra-low power sensors. These ultralow power sensors are configured to have very low duty cycle and are practically asleep
most of the time. Short duty cycle might extend the battery life, but the energy will
inevitably run out.
Energy harvesting has emerged as a viable solution to the energy loss issue by ensuring
sensors never run out of energy. Though, there could be a significant upfront cost in
employing energy harvesting; several studies have shown it takes 24 months or less to
break even. Energy harvesters, unlike batteries, are not commonly a one size fits all;
some customization is required based on the environment.

Mechanical harvesting sources are ideal for the rail environment because this
environment has an abundant amount of vibration energy.
This thesis focuses on how Energy Harvesting and Storage can be used as the sole power
source for the Wireless Sensor Networks that make up the Internet of Things in the
railroad industry. It synthesizes the various works carried out in the energy harvesting
techniques like solar and piezo, and storage technology like Lithium-ion batteries and
Supercapacitors.
After introducing the general concept of Internet of Things, Energy Harvesting, and
Storage, this document provides an in-depth analysis of the data gathered during this
research. The data was used to determine sensor node power consumption when arranged
in a linear topology like the train, available ambient energy on the train, and optimal
energy harvesting sources for the railroad.
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Acronyms
The following table defines acronyms used in this document.
Table 0–1 Acronym Definitions
Acronym

Description

dBi

Decibels relative to an isotropic antenna. The measurement of the
antenna gain.

EH

Energy Harvesting

IoT

Internet Of Things

RSSI

Received Signal Strength

g

Acceleration of gravity (m/s2)

WSN

Wireless Sensor Networks.

PTC

Positive Train Control

IPv4

Internet Protocol version 4

IPv6

Internet Protocol version 6

RFID

Radio Frequency Identification
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Chapter 1:

Introduction

1.1 History of “Internet of Things”
It is the dawn of the 21st century and the vision of Mark Weiser [1] can be felt.
Ubiquitous computing is no longer a theory. Although computers are not yet as Weiser
imagined as “a walk in the park”, they are definitely more context-aware [2] and can
make “smart” decisions. There has been a lot of buzz about making everything smart.
Smart cars, smart TV, smart watch, smart railroad [3]…etc.
What makes an object “smart”? An object is said to be smart if it has network
connectivity and is able to sense and respond intelligently and intuitively to analog input
forming a pervasive system. Such systems can be found in the automotive industry,
where perception of the environment and the user’s behavior are intrinsic components of
safety. The coalescence of smart physical objects to form an interactive network is the
Internet of Things (IoT).
The first documented use of the phrase “Internet of Things” was by Kevin Ashton in
1999 during a presentation at Procter & Gamble (P&G) [4, 5, 6]. In the presentation,
Ashton correlated the new concept of RFID used in P&G’s supply chain to the exploding
topic of the internet. This was in an effort to get the executive’s attention [6]. Ashton
would later go on to invent the MIT Auto-ID Center.
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Smart physical objects are the “things” in IoT. Smart objects are made up of several
sensors like GPS for positioning, proximity sensors, network connectivity for data
transfer and more.
To achieve visibility of the entire train system, the locomotive(s) and freight cars that
make the train must have network connectivity.
With the government mandate of Positive Train Control (PTC [7]), the railroad is set to
build one of the largest interoperable networks. In it, locomotives communicate with the
wayside radios, the base station and the back office as needed to make safety critical
decisions about whether to self-stop the train or proceed.
In 2012, Bibel wrote about the causes of train wrecks [8]. There are two forms of
cataclysmic accidents that can occur on moving trains: collision and derailment. PTC
addresses train to train collision [9]. Derailment sometimes are the aftermath of a
collision. Other times it as a result of a mechanical failure. The railroad recognizes the
benefits of leverage the Internet of Things on the train [10]. One of the setbacks of this
initiative is power, which is the focus of this thesis and is further discussed in the
following chapters.
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1.2 Technologies to Realize the IoT
The realization of the Internet of Things is predicated on the objects of concern being
instrumented with identification. The identification must be wirelessly accessible. Some
of the object identification technologies are Auto-IDs, RFID, and Wireless Sensors
Network (WSN).
The migration to IPv6 is critical in the realization of IoT, which will be discussed in the
next section.
Energy harvesting, the process of gathering ambient energy from the surrounding,
another key piece of realizing the Internet of Things on trains, gets the sensors a step
closer to battery independence by alleviating the cost of maintenance. Batteries will be
one less thing to worry about.

1.2.1 IPv6
The vision of IoT is to have all physical objects connect. These objects will need some
sort of unique identification to differentiate them. RFID is one popular method of
assigning identification to objects, but it requires near field communication.
For long range communication similar to Wi-Fi or Bluetooth, the internet protocol (IP)
method of addressing is required. The issue with having everything connected is that
there are a finite amount of unique addresses to assign to objects. The addresses can be
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reused, but it becomes difficult to reuse addresses if the objects are expected to be active
for a majority of the time. Sensor’s sleep time is not long enough for the address to be
reused.
The internet was launched in 1983 with IPv4. This protocol has 32-bit (232) address or 4.3
billion address space, which according to [11] has exhausted its capacity.
IPv6 offers 128-bit (2128) address [12] given 340 trillion-trillion-trillion addresses (340
Undecillionth). This growth allows ~7.9 × 1028 more addresses. This is more than
enough for every individual on earth. If distributed evenly, each person on earth will have
over an Octillion address spaces (1027). This is great news for the growth for smart
things.
IPv6 launched on June 6th 2012, but is adopted by less than 7% of internet users as shown
in Figure 1–1.
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Figure 1–1: IPv6 Adoption [13]

1.2.2 Automated Identification
“Auto-ID” as the name implies is an automated identification process, which
encompasses the identification technologies used to streamline the processes of asset
management. The railroad’s rendition of the Auto ID is called the Automatic Equipment
Identification (AEI) [14]. The Auto-ID refers to a broad class of identification
technologies used in industry to automate, reduce errors, and increase efficiency [5].
These technologies are still in use today. Examples include the bar/QR codes (optical
ID), smart cards, sensors, voice recognition and biometrics [5]. Some of these
technologies are limited in their range and abilities.
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1.2.2.1 Bar / QR Code

Automated identification (Auto-ID) has made great impact on product distribution and
lead to the standard Universal Product Code (UPC) otherwise known as barcode symbols.
UPC is used by logistics / Courier companies for package tracking, grocery stores for
inventory…etc. The success of the Auto-ID cannot be overstated. Almost every item in
stores have some form of Auto-ID. Why is it so popular? It is a cheap, versatile, and an
effective way of tracking of inventory.
Barcodes can be printed on practically any surface. In addition, Auto-ID requires a
unique character printed on one-dimensional (or two-dimensional) objects, as well as
machine to scan the object for information. With this level of popularity, is there a
possibility that Auto-ID might have shortcomings? Absolutely.
One of the major deficiencies of this method is that it requires the sensing device to be
near the tag, and to have a clear line of sight [14]. One can quickly identify the severity
of this deficiency – it can be consider as high maintenance.
If any form of dirt, paint, graffiti, or opaque object hinders the view of the bar code
reader by obscuring required information, this will affect the accuracy of reading.
Another deficiency is that bar codes are susceptible to physical damage. Since the bar
code can be printed on virtually anything, reliability (or readability) is influenced by the
durability, integrity, and resistance to environmental factors of the printed surface. Minor
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changes to a label that alter the image, degrade readability. The third deficiency when
using a barcode is scalability, in terms of adding information to a label. More information
can be added by increasing the barcode surface area, shrinking the image size, and/or
using a finer marker to accommodate additional information in the printing surface,
hence affecting readability. To put in perspective, the following figures show the barcode
and QR code representation of my first and last name – Kelechi Nwogu:

Figure 1–2: Bar code representation of 12 Alphanumeric Characters

Figure 1–3: QR code representation of 12 Alphanumeric Characters in 200x200
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The bar and QR code representation of the characters of my first and last name shown in
Figure 1–2 and Figure 1–3 above is easily readable using a smart phone with a QR code
scanner installed. Now, let’s add more information to the code of my first and last name
by including my student ID and Department. The results are shown in Figure 1–4 and
Figure 1–5:

Figure 1–4: Bar code representation of 61 Alphanumeric Characters

Figure 1–5: QR code representation of 61 Alphanumeric Characters in 200x200
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The labels shown in shown in Figure 1–4 and Figure 1–5 are still readable, but the
region is getting filled. Now, let’s increase the data to 3661 characters. The bar code runs
out of space for this. The label doesn’t represent the recorded identification.

Figure 1–6: Bar code representation of 366 Alphanumeric Characters
The tag information represented in Figure 1–6 is incomplete because the printing ran out
of real estate. Figure 1–7 below shows that the areas on the label are saturated.

Figure 1–7: QR code representation of 366 Alphanumeric Characters in 200x200

1

This was done by creating 6 copies of the 61 character identification from Figure 1–4 and Figure 1–5.
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Passive Auto-IDs can store a limited amount of information before becoming unreadable.
The data stored in these labels cannot be modified after printing. Granted, these methods
of optical object identification are inexpensive and versatile, it is obvious an alternative
robust method is needed.

1.2.2.2 Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)

One technique that remedies the deficiencies of optical ID is the Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID). This method uses radio frequency to identify physical objects.
RFID technology has existed for more than a century [14]. It shares a similarity with the
QR and barcodes in that they are not battery powered; however, RFID has more circuitry.
They are powered wirelessly by the RF transmission from the reader.
Some can argue that the Auto ID was the first attempt to implement the Internet of
Things. The goal was to assign identities to things that a computer can understand, so that
the information could be transmitted over the existing internet.

1.2.2.3 Machine Learning (Pervasive Computing)

Computers have evolved over the centuries. Nineteenth century computers learned to do
things but required a lengthy sequence of actions from the user. In the twentieth century
computers, learned to think and make decisions based on the provided input. Twenty-first
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century computers are learning to perceive events and patterns – the machine learning
paradigm [5].
The ability of machines to perceive and act intelligently and intuitively is the catalyst for
the Internet of Things. An application of this is the Nest thermostat [15], which learns the
behavior of the owner and automatically adjusts the temperature to conserve energy.
The Internet of Things is the idea that the objects/items we utilize in our everyday life are
connected, intelligent, aware, and interactive. A famous video [16] put together by Cisco
depicted a world where all things in the home were intelligent and interactive with the
owner.

1.2.3 Motes
What is a mote? The Wikipedia defines mote as a sensor node. As Henry Ford once said,
“Every object tells a story if you know how to read it…” [17] motes are the virtual eyes
and ears for reading and translating these stories to human readable format and getting
the stories heard via a network like IoT. These “stories” can be the physical object’s
status. An example is a sensor that monitors the bearing temperature of a railcar or
locomotive and alerts the user when the temperature exceeds a certain threshold. The
physical object in this case is the bearing and the “story” being told is “temperature
exceed threshold.”
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Mote is a major step up from NFC and Barcode type technology. There is a vast list of
underlying network options for motes. The popular ones are Wi-Fi, Cellular, Bluetooth,
ZigBee, 802.15.4...etc. Each of these have their pros and cons, which is outside of the
scope of this research.

1.2.4 Energy Harvesting
Energy harvesting technology has been around for years. Piezoelectricity is an example
of energy harvesting technology and was invented in 1880 by the Curie bothers [18].
Why is this significant today?
First, we can thank Moore’s law for predicting that transistors in integrated circuits (IC)
would double every 18 months. More transistors mean more processing power and
smaller ICs. Smaller integrated circuits have led to smaller devices that are more power
efficient.
Secondly, advancements have been made in battery technology and sensors are less
power hungry. Though the small amounts of power generated by Piezoelectricity are not
sufficient enough to power an entire home, they are sufficient enough to power small
sensors or devices like wearable electronics.
In places where it is difficult to have wiring or maintain a battery or where it will be
expensive, like the freight car, then energy harvesting can be used. One the benefits of
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energy harvesting is that wherever light, vibration, or temperature differential exist, any
device can potentially operate battery-free for long periods of time.
Mechanical energy harvesting is ideal for the railroad environment. It can be found in
very old devices, such as mechanical watches or in new devices like piezo equipped
shoes. The train environment has an abundant amount of vibration.

1.3 Thesis Organization
In this thesis, Energy Harvesting is researched as a way of powering the motes planned to
go on rail cars. Piezoelectric and solar energy sources were studied as possible energy
harvesting solutions for the railroad environment.
Chapter 2 presents the problem statement and gives evidence to support the severity of
the problem as well as provides an overview of related work.
Chapter 3 covers the fundamental of energy and an intensive literature review of the
physics behind the energy, harvester and storage mechanism was done.
Chapter 4 presents data gathered from research, analysis and results.
The thesis is concluded in Chapter 5 with summary of the findings and suggestions on
future work based on results.
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Chapter 2:

Problem Statement

I THINK NOW THAT THE GREAT THING IS NOT SO MUCH THE FORMULATION OF
AN ANSWER FOR MYSELF...RATHER THE MOST ACCURATE POSSIBLE
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM [29].

Arthur Miller

One of the biggest constraints in Wireless Sensor Network Technology is energy
consumption. Several wireless sensors utilize different approaches to conserve energy,
but the energy stored is eventually exhausted and a new power source (battery) is needed.
Majority of the batteries have less than a year lifespan in moderate use. Some advances
have been made in the battery technology. One such advancement includes using
batteries made with Lithium Thionyl Chloride, which is advertised to have a ten year
shelf life in certain circumstances. However, it is inconvenient to replace and dispose of
dead batteries, which can be toxic to the environment. For many WSN applications,
energy harvesting is more attractive.
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This project sets forth a research plan for analyzing existing and emerging Energy
Harvesting solutions for wireless sensor network technologies used in an industrial
environment like the Railroad.

2.1 Motivations
Since the industrial revolution of 1800, the railroad has continued to play a vital role in
America’s economy. The impact of the railroad in American lives is enormous. From the
cars we drive, the food we eat and our entertainment. The railroad has evolved from the
stream engine locomotives used back in the 1900 to more efficient ones. The significance
of energy harvesting in train application cannot be understood without first declaring the
significance of the application – Internet of Things (IoT).
The adoption of IoT in the railroad is a potential advancement in railroad safety. There
will be greater visibility on asset tracking; knowing about a problem before it occurs –
kind of like a 6th sense. Visualize the wheelset of the railcar having the ability to inform
users when the bearing is too hot or uneven. Theoretically, most of the failure trends
leading to derailment can be detected early and prevented [10].
As mentioned in Introduction section of Chapter 1, there are two forms of cataclysmic
accidents that can occur on moving trains: collision and derailment. Some of the root
causes of these accidents can be prevented with technology. PTC is the solution to train
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collision [19] [20] [9]. Derailments are sometimes the aftermath of a collision and other
times the result of mechanical failure. Imagine if mechanical failures could be detected
early? Early detection can be achieved using sensors, data analytics and IoT.
What part does Energy Harvesting play in the adoption of IoT? Conventional wisdom
suggests that safety attributes of a system must be available 24/7 since no one can predict
when safety attributes will be needed. Imagine if airbags in a vehicle were defective and
did not inflate during an accident. Or if the fire/carbon monoxide detector fails to alert the
occupants of a room when a certain amount of carbon monoxide or smoke is sensed in
the air. The effect will be devastating. Similarly, the accident prevention system on the
train must always be available.
Other than the normal wear and tear of mechanical systems, one threat to the availability
of the safety sensor system is its reliance on battery for power. This is where energy
harvesting comes into play.
Many times, wireless sensors are installed on devices located in remote locations. The
need for these sensors to function without interruption is very imperative. Some motes
are installed on safety critical equipment; for example, sensors used to detect defects on a
railcar or airplane, fire/carbon monoxide detector in homes…etc.
In the InfomationWeek article [10], Murphy wrote that the vision of the railroad is to
install sensors in wheels, bearings, door locks...and those sensors would need to last on a
railcar for five to seven years without replacement. To achieve the desired longevity of
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5+ years without replacement means that the system has to be self-sustaining. This was
the motivation of thesis.
First let’s determine approximately the number of sensors that will be required to achieve
this vision. A typical railcar has 8 wheels, a bearing per wheel, and two door locks. This
equates to ~18 sensors if each item needed a sensors. It is possible that one sensor can be
used to monitor the bearing and wheel simultaneously. If that is the case then
approximately 10 sensors maybe needed.
It would be a very expensive and an exhaustive process if batteries in these sensors
needed to be replaced. Imagine the amount of toxins introduced into the environment by
disposing of these batteries.
To put things in perspective, according to the Association of American Railroads (AAR),
there are 1,516,593 freight cars in service [21, 22]. The vision is to get to a point where
all the cars are equipped with approximately 10 sensors. Assuming one battery per
sensor, which is a long stretch from reality, if we multiply this by the number of sensors
per freight car, and the number of freight cars equates to over 10.5 million sensors.
Imagine the amount of batteries required to keep this vision alive. In reality, each sensor
can have multiple batteries to increase capacitance.
According to [23], a typical mote consumes 8 milliamps when active. The power
consumption depends on the duty cycle of the mote. Assuming that the mote was
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constantly active, that is 100% duty cycle, and was required to last for a year (8765.81
hours), the desired battery capacity is computed as follows:
8765.81 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 × 8𝑚𝐴 = 70126.48 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑝 − ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟 = 70.126𝐴ℎ

(1)

A typical mote require 3.3Volts. A pair of D-size Lithium Thionyl Chloride Battery (LiSOCl2) part SBD02 is rated for 19Ah. To achieve the desired 70.126Ah battery capacity
the following number of D-size batteries are required:

⌈

70.126𝐴ℎ
⌉ = 4 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠
19𝐴ℎ

(2)

Going with the results in equation (2), we can quickly determine that over 40 million
batteries will be required per annum. One can argue that this is smaller than the fuel
consumption of Class 1 railroads over the same period of time [24]; however, it is not a
compelling reason. Using batteries alone would be a nightmare to maintain.

2.2 Significance of Proposed Approach
It was worthwhile studying the topic of energy harvesting. The significance of this
research is high, considering the increasing growth of sensors in the railroad. Wireless
sensors are adopted in so many areas. They provide a tremendous benefit for a number of
use cases. The ability to install sensors in remote locations to monitor assets, without the
cost of running wires, will result in numerous benefits including labor savings, increased
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productivity, decreased accidents due to working in a hazardous environment, and
improved processes and efficiency.
The growth for wireless sensors has been seen in:
1. Industrial control and monitoring
2. Home automation and consumer electronics
3. Security and military sensing
4. Asset tracking and supply chain management
5. Intelligent agriculture and environmental sensing
6. Health monitoring
Despite the rapid growth and potential of wireless sensors, power is still a hindrance to
progression. This limitation is apparent in most (if not all) wireless devices and can be
seen in common devices like cell phones, where the user has to recharge the battery quite
often. Imagine if all a person had to do to charge a phone was to stick it out a window for
sunlight or just walk with the phone in their pocket and the displacement from walking
was enough to charge the phone. The significance of this research cannot be overstated.
Theoretically, an infinite amount of ambient energy exists in the environment. The
challenge is to discover new ways to harness these ambient energies and convert them
into electricity.
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2.3 Research Challenges
Energy harvesting and storage provides several benefits but not without strings attached.
There are numerous challenges with the study/implementation of energy harvesting. One
challenge is the upfront cost to implement the process. Another challenge is when the
ambient energy is not available to harvest. For example, solar energy doesn’t work in a
dark environment, and piezo energy requires dynamics at a certain frequency and it has to
be tuned to match the natural frequency of the vibrating body. If the train is not moving,
then there will be little to no energy to harvest.
Challenges also extend to storage devices as well. Batteries or super capacitors are not
exempt from the world of imperfection; storage technology has limitations as well. The
following are some of these limitations:


Gets hot during charging.



Overcharge issues.



Catch on fire.



Environmental pollutant.



Expensive to manufacture.

These challenges are compounded in industrial environments such as the railroad. The
railroad environment is hazardous and not as elegant when compared to consumer
electronics. Thus, harvesters are more susceptible to failure.
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One of the goals of this study was to determine how much vibration was available for the
different types of freight cars, such as empty versus loaded. The biggest challenge of this
research was locating the right railcar to use for the experiment. Another challenge was
finding an affordable vibration data logger that could withstand the extreme vibrating
frequency of the freight car.

2.4 Proposed Research Objectives
The objective of this research was to survey different solutions for energy harvesting. The
research focused on the railroad environment to determine how much ambient energy is
available in the train environment and make recommendations based on the outcome of
the study. The expected outcome of the research was investigating the feasibility of using
an energy harvester as the sole power source for the ubiquitous sensors that make up the
IoT on the train, as well as gain an understanding of the processes involved in the
production of materials used to harvest ambient energy and manage storage devices. The
following chapters contain details of the work done to determine how much energy is
consumed by motes and how an energy harvester can used.
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2.5 Related work
In 2013, Hart et al. developed a vibration harvester that work for low frequency < 20Hz
[25]. The largest output was in response to the train vibrations which produced a peak
power of 18.5 mW. The recorded a natural frequency of the train at 11Hz, which is 2
degrees of magnitude smaller than what was observed in this study.
Ung et al. conducted a similar study [26]. In their experiment, they recorded vibration
from railcar and was able to recreate it in the lab. They were able to produce a peak
power of 1.71 mW and a longer term RMS power of 874 μW.
Nelson et al researched in [27] a method of harvesting energy from the track when a
railcar passes by piezoelectric.
Similar to Nelson’s et al. research in [27], in 2011, Pourghodrat investigated different
approaches for harvesting vibration energy from passing trains to power the rail crossing
LEDs [28].
In 2014, Lin et al. developed an electromagnetic energy harvester which is stated to be
capable of powering most of the trackside equipment when the train passes by. The
device is advertised provide 71% mechanical efficiency and can provide up to 50W [29].
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The works described in the prior paragraphs, focused on harvesting vibration energy from
passing railcars (train) to power track side devices. The scope of this thesis is to use
energy harvesting for the wireless sensors installed on the railcar.
The contribution of this study is to determine how energy harvesting can be used in the
safety sensors. First, determine the power usage of the sensor in different configurations
using empirical data, survey the rail environment to determine which energy harvester(s)
is/are the best fit, and find out how much power can be generated from that harvester.
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Chapter 3:

Literature Review

Even in literature and art, no man who bothers about originality will ever be original:
whereas if you simply try to tell the truth (without caring two pence how often it has
been told before) you will, nine times out of ten, become original without ever having
noticed it [30].

- C. S. Lewis

3.1 Energy Harvesting Overview
First let’s define the meaning of Energy Harvesting. According to [30], Energy
Harvesting (also known as power harvesting or energy scavenging) is the process by
which energy is derived from external sources, captured, and stored for small, wireless
autonomous devices, like those used in wearable electronics and wireless sensor
networks. This definition is very specific. Let’s use the method of divide and conquer to
formulate a less constrained definition.
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3.1.1 What is Energy?
Energy is the fundamental premise of Physics. The term energy is used to describe the
scalar quantity that is associate with an object or a system of objects [31]. It is scalar in
the sense that it has magnitude without direction. The law of conservation of energy
assures that the universe will not run out of energy. It exhibits this sort of Chameleon
phenomenon by changing its state based on the environment. It is also transferable
between two objects (this process is called Work2); meaning the energy of object A can
be influenced by object B, even without making contact. This is the capacity to do work
[32]. This capacity exist in different variations. Some of the variations are more abundant
relative to the environment. There are two forms of energy, potential and kinetic.
Potential energy is important in understanding Energy Storage, discussed further in the
Energy Density section.

3.1.2 What is harvesting?
The denotation of harvesting is “to gather…” [33].

2

“Work” in this reference should not to be misunderstood as physical labor. The Work of concern is the
product of force and displacement; 𝑊 = 𝐹𝑑 cos 𝜃 = ⃗𝐹 ∙ 𝑑
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If the two descriptions from above are combined, the resulting definition of Energy
Harvesting is the process of gathering and repurposing the abundant ambient energy in
the environment to a useable power source for electronics.
Another important term when speaking about energy is energy density. The term is used
mostly in fluid and magnetic field subjects. Density is the rate of change of the magnitude
of a scalar quantity with respect to the change in volume. Given by the formula:

𝜌=

Δ(magnitude of scalar)
Δ𝑣

(3)

The scalar quantity can be mass (unit is kg/m3) [34], charge (unit is C/m3) or work (unit is
Joules/m3) in the case of electricity. With this equation, the formula for energy density 𝐸𝜌
(also denoted by 𝑢) can be determined. Energy density is the potential energy per unit
volume. The potential energy is the work required to charge the capacitor [31]. This is
given by the square of charge multiplied by the capacitance and divided by two. Show
below:
Potential energy (U) =

𝑞2
2𝐶

1

= 2 𝐶𝑉 2

Where q = charge, C = capacitance, and V is potential difference.
With this, the energy density can be determined as:

(4)
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𝑢=

1
𝜀 𝐸2
2 0

(5)

E is the magnitude of the electrical field and 𝜀0 is the electric constant (8.85 ×
𝐶2

10−12 𝑁𝑚2 ) [31]. Energy density is an important metric for determining how much
energy is available. Another metric used is power density. These two metrics are needed
to quantify how much ambient energy is available.

3.2 Energy Harvesting Sources
The popular ambient energy source available in our environment is as follows:


Mechanical (vibration, pressure...etc.)



Thermal energy (energy from heat)



Radiated energy (solar, infrared RF)



Chemical energy



Nuclear…etc.

Each of these sources is characterized by different power densities. Figure 3–1 below
shows a breakdown of the energy density before conversion:
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Figure 3–1: Ambient Energy Power Source before conversion [35]
As expected, radiant sources perform better outdoor than indoor. The ambient energy
must be selected based on the sensor’s environment. Radiated sources in the rail
environment pose a problem due to assuring the surface of the harvester will be clear of
opaque objects. Freight cars are notorious for graffiti as shown in Figure 3–2. Spray
paint over the solar panel causes significant performance degradation.
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Figure 3–2: Freight car graffiti
Mechanical sources are ideal solutions for the freight car environment. Figure 3–1 shows
a power density of 100µW/cm3. A hybrid option (combining two or more of the ambient
energy sources) would ultimately be more efficient. The circuit in Appendix D supports
multiple energy harvesting sources. A concise energy harvesting block diagram is shown
in Figure 3–3.
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Figure 3–3: Energy Harvesting System Block Diagram [36]

3.2.1 Solar Energy
Solar energy, a type of radiant source, is one of the most abundant energy sources. A
solar cell is a photovoltaic cell – a specialized semiconductor diode that converts visible
light into (DC) electricity [37]. The unit for measured light (Illuminance) is lux
(lumens/m2). Lux is represented by the symbol lx.
Solar cell output power depends on lux (lumens/m2). Lux varies greatly from indoor to
outdoor. The power P in watts (W) obtained from using solar can be calculated as
luminous flux ΦV in lumens (lm), divided by the luminous efficacy η in lumens per watt
(lm/W):
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𝜙𝑉(𝑙𝑚)
𝑃(𝑊) = (
)
𝜼 𝒍𝒎
(

𝑾

(6)

)

The following are different types of solar cells [38]:








Non-Si Thin film


These have a 5 – 12% efficiency



Can be made flexible.



Low cost.



High intrinsic losses.

Amorphous Si Thin Film


5 – 10% efficiency.



Similar to the non-Si thin films, can be made flexible as well.



Cheaper than the Non-Si Thin film.



Cons: High intrinsic loss.

Polycrystalline silicon


More efficient than Non-Si Thin film and Amorphous Si Thin film.



Not as high intrinsic as thin film.

Monocrystalline Silicon


Type of solar cell that is the most efficient and exhibit an efficiency of 15
– 20%.
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They are very efficient in low light environments like in doors.



These type of solar panels have the lowest intrinsic losses



Cons: This type of solar cell is very expensive.

Solar energy harvesters are not be the most efficient for the railroad because of the harsh
environment. There is major performance degradation when the panels get dirty as shown
in Figure 3–2.

3.2.2 Vibration Energy
The train environment has an abundant amount of vibration. Unlike solar, the
performance of vibration harvesters is not affected by dirt. Piezoelectric material
produces mechanical strain under the influence of an externally applied electrical field,
and conversely produces electrical potential in response to applied mechanical strain [39].
The three main devices designed to convert mechanical energy to electricity are:
piezoelectric, electromagnetic and electrostatic devices.

3.2.2.1 Piezoelectric devices

Piezoelectric materials are able to harness pressure caused by stress or strain and convert
it into electricity. This type of charging mechanism is very slow and it will take a while to
fully charge up a battery. The pros and cons from [35] are as follows:


Pros:
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o High output voltage
o High capacitances
o No need to control any air gap between electrodes.


Disadvantages
o Materials are expensive
o Coupling coefficient linked to material properties

3.2.2.2 Electromagnetic devices
The engineering behind these devices is based on electromagnetic induction using Lenz’s
law. The devices transfer energy between two objects wirelessly. This is achieved by
using inductive coupling coil, which forms a transformer, to create an alternating
electromagnetic field from within a charging base station and second inductive coil is
attached to the device that need to be charged. The charging device takes power from
electromagnetic field and converts it back into electrical current to charge the battery.
The pros and cons from [35] are as follows:


Pros:
o High output currents
o Long lifetime proven
o Robustness



Cons:
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o Low output voltages
o Hard to develop MEMs devices
o May be expensive (material)
o Low efficiency in low frequencies and small sizes
This method is how the RFID (or AEI) is powered. It will not be effective for motes since
these devices will be moving and is needed to operate while in motion.

3.2.2.3 Electrostatic devices

Electrostatic devices harvest electrostatic discharge generated by using two metals plate
separated by a vacuum in a capacitor structured form. The pros and cons from [35] are as
follows:


Pros:
o High output voltages
o Possibility to build low cost systems
o Coupling coefficient easy to adjust
o High coupling coefficients reachable
o Size reduction increases capacitances



Cons:
o Low capacitance. Discharges quickly
o High impact of parasitic capacitances
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o

No direct mechanical-to-electrical conversion for electrets-free converters.

A diagram illustrating these methods is as follows:

Figure 3–4: Mechanical-to-Electrical converters [35]

3.3 Energy Storage
When energy is harvested it makes sense to store this energy for future use, in case if the
energy source is no longer available. The energy harvested must be stored to improve
efficiency. This also help with quick starting of the device. Since a reservoir of energy is
available, a device doesn’t need to harvest energy first for it begins operation.

3.3.1 Battery
Batteries are electrochemical energy storage cells. Batteries convert chemical energy to
electrical through oxidation-reduction reactions. There are two categories of batteries –
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rechargeable and non-rechargeable. The storage mechanism must be recharge to use
energy harvesting. The battery of interest in this thesis is Lithium.
3.3.1.1 Lithium – Ion

Electrical current is generated when lithium ions migrate from the negative electrode
(anode) to the positive electrode (cathode) through electrolyte during discharge [40]. A
reverse of this process will result in the lithium ions going back into the anode and their
removal from the cathode to produce a charging state.
The following diagram illustrates this process:

Figure 3–5: Cross section of a Li battery with Lithium salt as electrolyte [40]
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Lithium batteries are exceptionally efficient compared to other battery type such as
Nickel-metal hydrides (Ni-MH). Figure 3–6 shows a Ragone plot of different battery
types.
Relative Performance of Various Electrochemical Energy-Storage Devices:

Figure 3–6: Ragone plot [40]
Li-ion batteries have the best energy density. The battery last longer than its counterparts
as can be seen on the Ragone plot and charges very quickly. It is the next runner up after
Super capacitors.

3.3.1.2 Problems with Li-Ion batteries

One of the known problems with lithium is the fact that it gets very hot during charging,
and has been known to catch on fire on some occasions. There have been several recalls
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of defective Lithium batteries and an incidence of the Tesla Model S catching fire. The
reason for this is caused by the anode or cathode puncturing the separator, which will
cause a short circuit. The aftermath of this short circuit could be as mild as a little spark
or a rapid rise in temperature which will lead to fire.
This problem can be prevented by using a reinforcing material for as a separator.

3.3.1.3 Stagnant energy density for batteries
Energy density has been stagnant for battery technology. Moore’s law clearly doesn’t
apply for batteries. The following graph shows the growth of batteries:

Figure 3–7: Source: TIAX
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3.3.2 Supercapacitors
Supercapacitors are basically fast charging and discharging storage devices. The charging
rate is significantly faster than batteries. Supercapacitors are used in several applications
because of its capabilities. The process is analogous to a spring; It can shoot out energy
fast as with a pop gun (feature is used in flash for camera) [38], and smooth out bumps as
with shock absorbers in a vehicle which is why it is used to as noise/interference filter in
wireless sensors networks.
Supercapacitors cross sectional structure look like two traditional capacitors combined
together with an electromagnetic and separator in between them. Electrolyte is used to
create a double layer.
Energy and Power principles for super capacitors show that energy and power is directly
proportional to the square of the voltage. This principle sheds a light on why super
capacitors charge very fast when compared to batteries. Supercapacitors also eliminate
additional steps like heterogeneous charge-transfer and chemical phase changes that is in
battery.
Super capacitors use to be very expensive but current report by IDTechEx in Figure 3–8
shows that the cost has significantly dropped and is getting close to Lithium-ion.
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Figure 3–8: Lithium vs. Supercapacitors historical cost (Source IDTechEx)
Supercapacitors are making their way to the mainstream. Some vehicles have reported to
be solely powered Supercapacitors. This technology has great potential in solving some
of the slow charging rate problems. Supercapacitors, unlike batteries are not toxic to the
environment. That makes them an ideal option for environmental cautious application.
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Chapter 4:

Results and Analysis

This chapter covers the research that was done to determine the power requirement for
the motes, and the results of evaluating each of the energy harvesting approaches and
storage.

4.1 Power Consumption by Sensors
This section describes how the sensor power consumption was calculated using 100
motes.

4.1.1 Experimental Setup
The nodes were placed in a linear topology as shown in Figure 4–1 with 25 yards
between each node to simulate a 100 railcar train. 10 of the 100 nodes were place on
another set of track to evaluate the long range capability. The distance between the two
tracks was 138 meters. The length of a railcar varies by type. The average length is 65
feet [41]. The experiment was performed with sensors placed 25 yards (75 feet) apart.
The setup simulated one sensor node per railcar. The main reason for this is to verify the
RF range and test for the worst case scenario. Worst case in the sense where majority of
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nodes are out of service. The experiment validated the self-healing feature of the network
to ensure the entire network doesn’t complete come to a halt.

Figure 4–1: Motes placement
The nodes on the second track (nodes 91 - 100) were used to get some insight on how
node to node proximity could impact the network performance. Node 91 was placed 0.76
miles away from the gateway. Items examined in this experiment:


Maximum power usage
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Correlation of power usage vs node distance from gateway



Impact of node to node proximity on network performance



Will the nodes on the second track use more or less power that the rest?



Will the last nodes on the first track use more or less power?

The gateway was placed 25 yards from node in position P001 at the northwest corner of
Figure 4–8. Two antenna were used (not simultaneously) for the experiments. A
directional 14.5 dBi Radome Enclosed High Gain Yagi antenna and an Omni-directional
4dBi antenna. The antenna was mounted 16 feet high to simulate the height of a
locomotive.

4.1.2 Experimental Procedure
1. The sensors were configured to report the charge used every 15 minutes. The
charge information did not represent the cumulative charge used by the entire
system including GPS and cellular. The number only included the charge used by
the mesh network radio. After exporting charge data to excel, the charge and
event date deltas were determined. The event date was the time the event was
generated. The time was approximately 15 minutes.
2. Divided the delta of the charge by the delta of the event date to calculate the
charge.
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4.1.3 Observation
The motes had a battery pack with capacity of 76 Ah. The current was determined by
using coulombs law:
𝑖=

𝑑𝑞
𝑑𝑡

(7)

The maximum current3 used by the node for the time period 5/27 through 6/6 was
0.96mA as shown in Figure 4–2.

3

This is the current used by the mesh network. Does not represent the current used by the entire system.
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Figure 4–2: Current representation
The sensors required 3.3VDC. The total power draw is:
𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 × 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒

(8)

𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = 0.96𝑚𝐴 × 3.3𝑉 = 3.168𝑚𝑊
The battery duration if GPS and cell are disabled can be estimated from the current used
by the mesh network.
𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒(𝐴ℎ)
= 𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝐴)

(9)
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76𝐴ℎ
= 79166.67ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 = 3298.6 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 = 9 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
0.96𝑚𝐴

Surprisingly, the node using the most power was in location 33. Figure 4–3 and Figure 4–
4 show a closer look of the column graph for 5/27 and 5/28 respectively. The bars appear
in the order of where the node was placed. In other words, the first bar corresponds to
position 1 (P1) and the second to position 2 (P2)…and so on.

Figure 4–3: Zoomed into 5/27
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Figure 4–4: Zoomed in 5/28
A closer look at nodes placed - close to the gateway (P1 - P10), in the middle of the linear
path (nodes 51 - 61), at the end of the path (nodes 81 - 90), and at the second path (nodes
91 - 100) are shown in Figure 4–5, Figure 4–6 and Figure 4–7.
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Figure 4–5: Current use by the nodes placed at beginning, center and end of the path for
5/28
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Figure 4–6: Current use by the nodes placed at beginning, center and end of the path for
5/29
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Figure 4–7: Trend of the current used by the nodes placed at beginning, center and end of
the path for 05/28
It was observed that nodes closer to the gateway did not significantly use more power
than the rest of the nodes. The nodes in the middle were the busiest. The nodes on the
second track (nodes 91 – 100) used the least cumulative power.
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Note:

This result may vary when the devices are mounted on actual rail cars.

4.1.4 Error Analysis
Further analysis was performed to understand why the nodes closer to the gateway (P1 –
P10) used relatively the same amount of power as the rest of the network as seen in
Figure 4–4. In the sensors architecture, each node will try to have at least 4 neighbors
(links). The neighbors periodically sent heartbeat packets to each other. An aggregated
outcome of these packets is sent as a synchronous event to the gateway. The gateway
then uses this information to compute the entire network health. The chart below is an
hour snapshot of the number of links each node has and with the position the node was
placed.
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Figure 4–8: Motes Link count
There were 25 nodes with 8 links (including node placed on P033), only 6 of those were
placed in the first 25 position (P001 – P025). Nodes with more links are expected to use
more power since they have to send and receive packets to maintain those links. A weak
RSSI of a link can result in increased retries. This occurred more in the nodes in the
middle.
The total packets sent and received by each nodes are shown on Figure 4–12.
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Figure 4–9: Sum of Total TX and RX (for 5/27)
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Node 33 (P033) sent ~ 2000 more packets than the rest of the network as shown above in
P033, 8976
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Figure 4–9: Sum of Total TX and RX (for 5/27)
Why did P033 send so much packet and who were those packets sent to?
Node 33 maintained direct links to 15 neighbors. Recall the distance constant is 25 yards.
So, the distance between each nodes can be quickly derived by the formula:
|(𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑛 − 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑛−𝑖 ) × 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡|

Where the Distance constant = 25 yards.

(10)
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The formula was used to generate the distance values in Table 2 which shows the
neighbor list with the distance and average RSSI. Node in position 0 (P000) is the
gateway.
Table 2: Node 33 Neighbor List
Neighbor

P000
P016
P019
P022
P027
P029
P035
P036
P041
P042
P043
P044
P045
P046
P062

Distance
To Node
33 (Yards)
825
425
350
275
150
100
50
75
200
225
250
275
300
325
725

Distance
To Node
33 (Miles)

Distance
to Node 33
(Meters)

Average
RSSI

0.47
0.24
0.20
0.16
0.09
0.06
0.03
0.04
0.11
0.13
0.14
0.16
0.17
0.18
0.41

754.38
388.62
320.04
251.46
137.16
91.44
45.72
68.58
182.88
205.74
228.60
251.46
274.32
297.18
662.94

-92.00
-93.00
-94.00
-92.60
-85.83
-81.00
-65.17
-70.67
-88.50
-78.50
-84.70
-90.17
-82.33
-90.17
-93.50

Figure 4–10 is an aggregation of the total traffic exchanged between Node 33 and
neighboring nodes. The X–axis is the Neighbor position. The distance to the neighbors
and average RSSI for the packets is listed in Table 2. Y–axis represents the sum of the
receptions and the transmission for Node 33.
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Neighbors of Node 33
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Figure 4–10: Transmissions and Receptions for Node 33
Node 33’s direct link to the gateway that was 825 yards away caused 40% of retried
messages. Most of the traffic was attributed to this link and was sent at a very low
average signal strength of -92dBm.
Another observation from Figure 4–9 is that Node 33, located somewhere between P029
(100 yards to the right) and P035 (50 yards to the left), has a consistent pattern for its
traffic. The upstream traffic (towards the gateway at P000) appears to be mostly
transmissions with a few exception, while the downstream traffic (away from the
gateway) are all receptions. This brings up the question – which traffic is more power
intensive? Transmissions or receptions? Unfortunately, the data from the sensors doesn’t
provide the granularity to trace what aspect of the system is using the most charge. That
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notwithstanding, we will be able to formulate a theoretical conclusion that the charge
usage should be directly proportional to the bytes.
Next, let’s look at the total transmissions verses the failed transmissions. This will give
an indication of how the power usage is influenced by the network stability. Figure 4–11
is an illustration of this.

2500

Total Tx

2000
1500
1000
500
0
P000 P016 P019 P022 P027 P029 P035 P036 P041 P042 P043 P044 P045 P046 P062

Transmitting/Receiving Node
Total Tx Packets

Total of Tx Failures

Figure 4–11: Failed Tx vs. Total Transmissions for Node 33
Node 33’s neighbor on position 19 (P019) had the most retries. This node was physically
closer to P033 than the gateway. Node 33 was 350 yards away from P019 and 825 yards
from the gateway.
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Why does P019 have over 4 times as much failed transmissions as the closer gateway?
The gateway had a much higher antenna placed at 16 feet. Referring back to Table 2, the
average RSSI for links to P019 and P000 are -94dBm and -92dBm.
Total packets sent and received by each node for the second day of the experiment are
shown on Figure 4–12.
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Figure 4–12: Sum of Total TX and RX (5/28)
There are different factors that lead to the even distribution of the power used by the
network.
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1. Retries: The network had an average stability of 68%. This means that 32% of
the events sent in were retries. These retries account for the spikes on the Figure
4–7.
2. Link counts: The number of links is directly proportional to power use. More
links indicate more TX and/or RX per node, which equates to more power per
bits. Node placed at position 47 was observed trying to maintain a direct
connection to the gateway. The link status is as follows:
RSSI: -95 numTxPackets: 696, numTxFailures: 657, numRxPackets: 5.
Almost 100% of the messages sent by this node failed. The cost of maintaining
this link resulted in more power use.
3. Sensor features: In addition, parent nodes with multiple sensors are expected to
use more power since these nodes will be receiving and reporting additional
sensor events.

4.1.5 Section summary
0.96mA was the maximum current drawn by the mote. This equated to 3.168mW of
power. Referring back to Figure 3–1, mechanical sources would provide 100µW per cm3.
This means that 31.68cm3 of surface volume is needed to power the sensor. This is a
theoretical value. In the next section, we will determine how much vibration is actually
generated by the car.
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4.2 How much vibration does the Railcar generate?
The Slam Stick [42] vibration data logger shown in Figure 4–13 was used to record the
vibration generated by different types of railcars that make up a train in four scenarios.

Figure 4–13: Slam Stick Data Logger Mount orientation

4.2.1 Experimental Setup
The Slam Stick data loggers were cable secured close to the bearing on four different
types of railcars as shown in the following figures. The railcars were part of a train
comprised of 20+ cars. The experiment was performed at the hump yard. The train was
traveling approximately 1.9 mph to the hump. At the hump, the freight cars were
uncoupled and allowed to free fall at a maximum rate of 20mph to the end of the hump.
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The data logger was retrieved from the railcars at the end of hump and the experiment
was repeated. The vector sum of the acceleration for all axes was computed using the
following formula:
√𝑋 2 + 𝑌 2 + 𝑍 2

Figure 4–14: Railcar 1 (Flat car)

(11)
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Figure 4–15: Vibration Data logger Mount location on Car 1

Figure 4–16: Railcar 2 (loaded Covered Hopper Car)
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Figure 4–17: Vibration Data logger Mount Location on Car 2

Figure 4–18: Railcar 3 (Empty coal car)
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Figure 4–19: Vibration Data logger Mount Location on Car 3

Figure 4–20: Railcar 4 (Loaded Tank car)
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Figure 4–21: Vibration Data logger Mount location for Car 4

4.2.2 Experimental Procedure
The following four scenarios were evaluated using the different railcars shown in Figure
4-11 to 4-18.
Scenario 1 – Cars loaded and stationery: The purpose of this case study is to record the
amount of vibration generated when the cars on the train are loaded but not in motion.
This is a common scenario that happens during the process of combining the cars to form
the train.
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Scenario 2 – Loaded moving cars: This is the typical scenario when the customer
delivers the cars to the railroad for shipping and the trip from the sender to the receiver.
The sensors availability will be critical during this time.
Scenario 3 – Empty stationery car: This case study examined the vibration generated
when the cars were empty and not moving. This scenario is expected during inbound
when commodities have been delivered to the customers. The mote sensors are expected
to be operational during this time for car ordering, inventory tracking, exception
reporting…etc., which implies that the energy harvester circuit should provide power
during this scenario.
Note: a train can simultaneously be in scenario 1 and 2 state, comprising of both loaded
and empty railcars.
Scenario 4 – Empty moving railcars: There will be several cases when cars are empty.
As noted earlier, the railcars can have both loaded and empty cars. This scenario
examines the vibration while the train is in motion.
The railcars designated as “Loaded” in the figures above were used to gather data for
scenarios 1 and 2, and the railcars designated as “Empty” were used for Scenario 3 and 4.
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4.2.3 Analysis of Data from Loaded Car
Figure 4–22 shows the time domain view of vibration recorded for scenario 1 and 2. The
train was moving in the Y axis direction. Refer to Figure 4–13: Slam Stick Data Logger
Mount orientation.
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Figure 4–22: Time Domain (Loaded Railcar)
The amplitude of acceleration observed for the loaded train exceed the maximum
capacity of the data logger which is +-16g. The data was gathered at a sample rate of
3200.00Hz. The combined duration of the recording was 872.32 seconds. Figure 4–22 is
a graphical representation of the total 2791421 data points per axis.
For a loaded train that was not moving, there was very little noticeable vibration.
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4.2.3.1 Determining the Resonance Frequency

To determine the natural frequency of the railcar, the data was represented in the
frequency domain using the DFT/ FFT algorithm. The frequency representation is
immensely useful in tuning the natural frequency of the harvester to match the vibrating
body. This will yield an optimal power. To accomplish this, a discrete Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) was applied using the following function:
𝑁
(𝑗−1)(𝑘−1)

𝑋(𝑘) = ∑ 𝑥(𝑗)𝜔𝑁
𝑗=1

Where 𝜔𝑁 = 𝑒 (−2𝜋𝑖)/𝑁
This was computed using MATLAB. The resulting output for all axes is as follows:

(12)
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Figure 4–23: X – Axis Frequency
The resonance frequency for the X – axis is ~1.1 kHz shown in the figure above.
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Figure 4–24: Y – Axis Frequency
The Y-axis shows a higher resonance frequency as expected because the train’s
movement was on this axis as illustrated in Figure 4–25. The frequency exceeds 1.6 kHz.
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Y – Axis. Train moved
this direction

Figure 4–25: Vibration Data Logger mount location for Loaded Car
For the Z – axis in Figure 4–26, the resonance frequency was half the Y – axis. The value
is 0.7 kHz.
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Figure 4–26: Z – Axis Frequency
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The Time and Frequency domain representations were combined in a 2D plot to get a
better view of where most of the displacement occurred as shown in the following figure.

Figure 4–27: X Channel Frequency (2-D)
The flat area shown on the graph occurred when the train was stationery.
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Figure 4–28: Y Channel Frequency (2-D)
The same 1-D plot seem in Figure 4–24, the Y –axis showed the highest resonant
frequency.
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Figure 4–29: Z Channel Frequency (2-D)

4.2.4 Analysis of Data from Empty car
The empty car experiment was problematic. The railcar vibrates at a very high rate that
the sensors were not able to handle the high vibration. The experiment was repeated three
times. The following figures show the vibration occurring during the creation of the train.
The vibration was recorded at a sample rate of 3200.00Hz.The high amplitudes were the
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result of impact when the cars coupled. The plot is in a time domain. Recording time:
27852.68 seconds. Total of 696317 data points per axis.
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Figure 4–30: Time Domain
Stats

X - axis

Y-axis

Z-axis

Min

-16.00g

-16.00g

-16.00g

Max

15.99g

-0.12g

0.09g

Average

-0.00g

-0.12g

0.09g

StdDev

0.60g

0.61g

0.62g

vector sum

3
4

x 10

0.15g

Table 4–3: Statistics of data from Empty car (Experiment 1)
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Note: The data logger maximum threshold is +-16g. The plot above clipped at
acceleration beyond the threshold.
.

4.2.4.1 Determining the Resonance frequency

After the maximum displacement was determine, the next step was to determine the
resonance frequency of the cars, which was used to tune the natural frequency of the
harvester to maximize power generated. The frequency was determined by performing a
Fourier transform of the Time domain data.
4.2.4.1.1 Experiment 1
The graph below is the 2-D plot for the Y- axis. The resonance frequency appears to be at
zero.
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Figure 4–31: Y Channel Frequency (2-D Experiment Attempt 1)
4.2.4.1.2 Experiment 2
The second experiment showed a higher vector sum but the frequency was still not as
expected. This is shown in Figure 4–32:
Sample rate: 3117.43Hz. Recording time: 7.61 seconds. Total 23719 data points per axis.
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Stats
X - axis
Y-axis Z-axis
Min
-9.36g
-16.00g -6.95g
Max
7.11g
0.16g
0.90g
Average
0.05g
0.16g
0.90g
StdDev
0.24g
0.40g
0.36g
Vector sum
0.91g
Table 4–4: Statistics of data from Empty car (Experiment 2)

Figure 4–32: Y Channel Frequency (2-D Experiment Attempt 2)
A second attempt at experiment 2 showed frequency that was lower than 500 Hz for the
Y – axis. The empty car was expected to have a much higher vibration than the loaded.
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4.2.4.1.3 Experiment 3
The phrase “3rd time is a charm” didn’t quite pan out. All three sensors were mounted
on railcar. The resulting graphs are as follows:
Stats
X - axis
Y-axis
Z-axis
Min
-16.00g
-16.00g
-16.00g
Max
13.79g
-0.18g
-0.36g
Average
-0.04g
-0.18g
-0.36g
StdDev
0.53g
0.80g
1.06g
vector sum
0.40g
Table 4–5: Statistics of data from Empty car (Experiment 3)

Figure 4–33: X – Axis Frequency
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Figure 4–34: Y – Axis Frequency
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Figure 4–35: Z – Axis Frequency
Neither of the plots in Figure 4–33 to Figure 4–35 show the resonance frequency.
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Figure 4–36: X Channel Frequency (2-D Experiment Attempt 3)
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Figure 4–37: Y Channel Frequency (2-D Experiment Attempt 3)
Figure 4–37 confirms that vibration data logger [39] was unable to handle the high
frequencies when the railcar is empty. The data retrieved were transient noise.
An accelerometer [43] with higher resolution of +-200g was used to determine the
maximum vibration of the railcar when moving. This is shown in Figure 4–38:
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Figure 4–38: Maximum vibration of railcar
In this scenario, the train was allowed to travel faster at a rate lower than 50mph. The
maximum instantaneous vibration recorded was close to +-200g, which is the capacity of
the accelerometer.

4.3 Section Summary
Four different types of railcars were used for the experiment. The railcars investigated
were flat, covered hopper, coal and tank cars. The stochastic-like data collected from
these railcars in empty and loaded scenarios, revealed there was enough vibration to
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power a sensor. The vibration data confirmed the hypothesis that the train has a high
resonance frequency. The maximum amplitude seen in the time domain was -176g. The
resonance frequency for the loaded railcar ranged from 700 Hz to over 1.6 kHz.
Determining the amplitude for the empty car posed a challenge when using the initial
data logger.
To achieve the maximum output power, the natural frequency of the harvester must be
tuned to match the vibrating body. A tungsten tip mass was used for the tuning. The
frequency was tuned by first placing the harvester in a cantilever position and connecting
the output lead to a load that can be monitored with a voltmeter or an oscilloscope. The
tip mass was adjusted by sliding it slowing until the optimal power was achieved.

4.3.1 Converting the Vibration to Power
We now know how much vibration is available but what does it equate to in power? The
vibration-to-power conversion depends on the type of material the harvester is made of,
Young’s modulus of the material, the tip mass placed on the harvester, and so on.
However, a theoretical power can be estimated by using Williams-Yates model [44, 45,
46]:
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𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥4 =

𝑚𝑌 2 𝜔𝑛3
4𝜁

(13)

Where 𝑚 is the seismic mass used to tune the harvester, Y is the amplitude of the
vibration given by 𝑦(𝑡) = 𝑌 cos(𝑤𝑡). 𝜁 is the damping ratio. 𝜔𝑛 is the resonant
frequency.
Using the data from Figure 4–23 let’s determine an estimate of the power from it:
𝜔𝑛 = 1147 Hz;
Y = 0.00411g (note: 1g = 9.8m/s) = 0.040278 m/s;
Seismic mass = 1gram.
Let’s assume that the system is tuned, meaning the electrical damping coefficient (be) is
equal to the mechanical damping coefficients (bm), and it is critically damped meaning 𝜁=
1. Putting the values in the equation we get the following:

4

Some sources like [41] have a slightly different formula where the denominator is 16𝜁

rather than 4𝜁.
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𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

1 × 11472 × 0.0402783
4×1

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 21.5W or 5W if using [46].
With the proper impedance matching, this is plenty to sustain the sensor’s power need of
3.168mW.
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Chapter 5:

Conclusion

5.1 Summary
This thesis examined the study of existing and emerging Energy Harvesting technologies
for use in freight car sensors. Specifically, the pros and cons of energy harvesting
technologies such as photovoltaic, electrodynamics, thermoelectric or piezoelectric were
presented. Energy harvesting is no longer a myth but a feasible method of powering
devices using energy harvested from the environment. Vibration energy sources are
recommended for the freight car environment.
The first step was to determine the power requirement from the data collected from 100
sensor nodes arranged in a linear topology. The physical layer of the sensors conforms to
IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Maximum current draw observed was 0.96mA, equating to a
power of 3.168mW.
The next step was to determine how much vibration was generated by the railcar in the
following four scenarios:
1. When the freight car is loaded but the train is not moving.
a. In this scenario, acceleration seen was less than 1g (9.8m/s2). Shown in
Figure 4-11.
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2. When the freight car is loaded and the train is moving.
a. This yielded acceleration that exceeded the +- 16g threshold of the sensor.
Scenario 3 and 4 were similar to 1 and 2 with the freight car empty. The resonance
frequency was different for each axis. It ranged from ~1.1 kHz, 1.6 kHz and 800 Hz for
X, Y and Z – axis respectively. The highest frequency was on the Y –axis because the
train’s movement was in the Y-axis direction.
The vibration data was converted to power using Williams-Yates model. Maximum
power was estimated to be 21.5W or 5W in some definition. This is more than enough
power to sustain the sensors.
Most of the piezoelectric harvesters surveyed at the time this thesis was written did not
readily support the higher frequencies. Development effort are in progress.
Lithium-ion batteries are one of the best battery technologies when considering how long
a charge can last compared to other elements. The limitations are cost and safety
concerns because it is known to potentially cause fire. This limitation can be fixed by
using tougher coating materials that are non-flammable.
Supercapacitors have a lot of potential considering they address some of the major
shortcomings found in batteries; like charge time and environmental toxins. Energy
density is one of the limitations of this technology. Full charge with the same surface area
as the battery discharges quicker on a supercapacitor. Supercapacitors can be used in lieu
of a battery for optimal performance.
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Appendix A: Source Code
function ss_view(filename, varargin)
% Read a 3 channel x 16-bit data file from the MIDE Slam Stick V1
% (digital USB stick) and display it as g's. If no other arguments are
% input, all plots will be displayed with the full data range.
% referenced from [39]

nSlicesPerSecond = 4;
close all;
% Contents of BW_RATE[3..0] is used as an index into this table to determine the
nominal sample rate.
% Note that the exact sample rate is determined by the number of samples vs.
nTimerTicks, so this value
% should only be used as a fallback in case nTimerTicks is not set, e.g. abnormally
terminated recording.
frequency_table = [-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 6.25 12.5 25 50 100 200 400 800 1600 3200]; %
Legal values of BW_RATE[3 .. 0] are 0x06 ~ 0x0F.

filesize = fread(hFile,1,'uint32'); % Not used or needed to display recorded data
samplerate_reg = fread(hFile,1,'uint8'); % Sample rate, encoded as contents of
ADXL345's BW_RATE register.
fread(hFile,1,'uint8'); % skip 1 byte
nTimerTicks = fread(hFile,1,'uint32');
fread(hFile,1,'uint16'); % skip 2 bytes
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fread(hFile,3,'uint16'); % skip 6 bytes - reserved for timestamp data
datalist_interleaved=fread(hFile, inf, 'int16');
fclose(hFile); % done slurping
nPts=length(datalist_interleaved)/3; % # points per channel. For recording lengths
determined by sectors, last data triad may be incomplete.
% Nominal sampling rate is 3.2KHz for each channel, but this clock is
% generated by the accelerometer itself and is not terribly accurate. Here,
% determine the exact sampling rate using the ticks elapsed on a known-good
% crystal oscillator.
% This field and the # bytes written are updated only at the end of a recording.
% If the field is invalid for any reason (recording abnormally terminated
% or xtal failure), we're forced to rely on the inaccurate ADXL internal
% timebase, and frequency results will be off by up to a few percent(!).
fNominal = 3200;
%fNominal = frequency_table(bitand(samplerate_reg , 15) + 1);

if (nTimerTicks == 0)
fActual = fNominal;
disp('WARNING: Recording timer invalid (xtal oscillator failed?), using less accurate
nominal samplerate (+/- several percent).');
%end
else
if (nTimerTicks == 4294967295) % 0xFFFFFFFF
fActual = fNominal;
disp('WARNING: Recording timer not set (recording ended prematurely?), using
less accurate nominal samplerate (+/- several percent).');
else
fActual = ceil(nPts)/(nTimerTicks / 32768);
end
end
% If for any reason oscillator is 'dead' but floating, could still produce a non-zero count.
Check if timer is grossly out of expected range...
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if (fNominal > 0)
if ((fActual/fNominal < 0.9) || (fActual/fNominal > 1.1))
fActual = fNominal;
disp('WARNING: Recording timer out of range (+/-10%) using less accurate nominal
samplerate (+/- several percent).');
end
end
nPts = floor(nPts);
tActual = 1 / fActual; % create us a variable for the actual period too
recording_time_disp = nPts * tActual;
datalist=zeros(nPts,4); % time vector + 3 axes
% Split the x,y,z samples into their own columns
datalistx=datalist_interleaved([1:3:length(datalist_interleaved)])';
datalisty=datalist_interleaved([2:3:length(datalist_interleaved)])';
datalistz=datalist_interleaved([3:3:length(datalist_interleaved)])';
%length(datalistx)
%length(datalisty)
%length(datalistz)
datalist(:,2)=datalistx(1:nPts);
datalist(:,3)=datalisty(1:nPts);
datalist(:,4)=datalistz(1:nPts);
% create the time vector in the 1st column
datalist(:,1) =(0:1:nPts-1)' ./ fActual; % nPts-length array scaled by 1/ 3.2kHz
%
1
2
3
4
% datalist now contains [timevec, xdata, ydata, zdata]
% normalize to Gs. Note data is actually 13-bit, padded to
% 16 and left-justified for storage to the Flash memory.
% Full-scale is +/-16G.
datalist(:,[2 3 4])=(datalist(:,[2 3 4]) * (16/32768)); % rescale
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% We know col[0] is time and the rest are Gs, so now we have all the data we need.
% get number of columns so we know how many plots to make...
[rows,cols]=size(datalist);

% Generate some basic stats about our signal.
%Orientation (means / vector sum)
sum_x = mean(datalist(:,2));
min_x = min(datalist(:,2));
max_x = max(datalist(:,2));
std_x = std(datalist(:,2));
sum_y = mean(datalist(:,3));
min_y = min(datalist(:,3));
max_y = mean(datalist(:,3));
std_y = std(datalist(:,3));
sum_z = mean(datalist(:,4));
min_z = min(datalist(:,4));
max_z = mean(datalist(:,4));
std_z = std(datalist(:,4));
vector_sum = sqrt(sum_x^2 + sum_y^2 + sum_z^2);

% Display basic information about this recording.
disp(['Sample rate: ' num2str(fActual, '%.2f') 'Hz. Recording time: '
num2str(recording_time_disp, '%.2f') ' seconds. Total ' num2str(nPts) ' data points per
axis.' ]);
fprintf(sprintf('\nMin values: x= %.2fg y= %.2fg z= %.2fg', min_x, min_y, min_z));
fprintf(sprintf('\nMax values: x= %.2fg y= %.2fg z= %.2fg', max_x, max_y, max_z));
fprintf(sprintf('\nAverage values: x= %.2fg y= %.2fg z= %.2fg vector_sum= %.2fg',
sum_x, sum_y, sum_z, vector_sum));
fprintf(sprintf('\nStdev values: x= %.2fg y= %.2fg z= %.2fg', std_x, std_y, std_z));

figure(1);
hold on;
% first col is time, which should obviously not be plotted against itself.
% plot each of the remaining cols against time.
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% Also, want to plot each one in a different color, preferring
% easily-readable ones until we run out and have to start using light
% yellow, hot pink etc. :-(
colorlist=['b', 'k', 'r', 'g', 'm', 'c', 'y'];
for i=[2:cols]
%disp(datalist(:,1))
plot(datalist(:,1),datalist(:,i), colorlist(mod(i-1,length(colorlist)+1)));
end
title('Vibration v. Time');
set(gcf(), 'Name', 'Time Domain'); % this sets the window titlebar
legend('X', 'Y', 'Z');
xlabel('Time (s)');
ylabel('Accel (g)');
%print( '-dpng', 'csvplot')
%%
%Now lets do that whole FFT thing...
% Hamming window: w(n) = 0.53836 - .46164*cos(2*pi*n/N-1)
window=[1:length(datalist(:,1))];
windowy = (0.53836 - .46164*cos((2*pi*window(:)) ./ (length(window)-1)));
%%% debug: to show the window itself, uncomment the below %%%
%figure(90);
%plot(window,windowy);

% Generate a correctly normalized frequency vector to display with the FFT results
%
% get the elapsed time of the data set. The recording time should be
% available from above, but recalculating it here from the current data
% simplifies things if user script modifications have removed data between
% then and now. MATLAB stores data in double precision, but if this script
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% is ever used to plot a recording imported from e.g. CSV, the below will compute
% more accurate timesteps than the limited decimal precision of the CSV
% time vector.
recordTime=datalist(length(datalist(:,1)),1) - datalist(1,1); % last minus first time (the
data set we get may not necessarily start at zero)
recordTime=recordTime+(recordTime/length(datalist(:,1)));
% result will exclude
the time elapsed by the first sample, so add 1 sample worth
%fStep = 1/(recordTime/length(datalist(:,1))) % get the step value in Hz between the
FFT frequency bins
% These variables are not used subsequently; they are only for display
% purposes
nPts=length(datalist(:,1));
samplerate=nPts/recordTime;
x=(0:length(datalist(:,2))-1);
x = x .* (1/recordTime); % normalize frequency according to sample rate and nPts
% HACK: keep the plotting loop below while adding the correct motion axis
% label. Remember, the first col is the time (freq) vector, which will not be plotted
axes_list = (' XYZ
' );
% print the FFT for each column in its own figure
for i=(2:cols)
yfft=fft(datalist(:,i) .* windowy(:)); % window
%length(yfft)
%yfft=fft(datalist(:,i)); % no window
% realify and scale from per-f-bin to per Hz
%yabs=(yfft.*conj(yfft)) / (samplerate / length(yfft));
yabs=abs(yfft) / (0.5*length(yfft));
yabs(1) = yabs(1)/2;
yabs(1)=0; % Get rid of DC component
yabs(2)=0; % Get rid of DC component
yabs(3)=0; % Get rid of DC component
figure(i+cols); % figures [1 .. cols] will be taken up by time-domain column data
plot(x([1:length(yfft)/2]),yabs([1:length(yfft)/2]), colorlist(mod(i1,length(colorlist)+1))); % colored to match time-domain figure. "length/2" to throw
away the aliases.
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title('Vibration v. Frequency ');
xlabel('f (Hz)');
ylabel('Amplitude (g)');
set(gcf(), 'Name', strcat([axes_list(i), ' Frequency (1-D)']));
end
%%% Now split column of interest into slices, window and fft()
%%% them individually, and display the result in 3d...
% NOTE: DO NOT WANT "fft2()" here; the slices are not related to each other
% in anyway (except being from the same data capture), we just carved them
% up arbitrarily and smooshed them into the same matrix.
% In other words, blah(1,0) and blah(0,1) are not both neighbors to
% blah(0,0) in real life.
for i=[2:cols]
yfft=datalist(:,i);
nPointsPerSlice=floor(fActual / nSlicesPerSecond);
% for very short recordings or stupid values of nSlicesPerSecond,
% nPointsPerSlice may end up being ouside a legal range for the actual
% data series. In this case, warn and pick a sane value. Sliced data may
% not render usefully, but avoid throwing a runtime error.
if(nPointsPerSlice == 0 || nPointsPerSlice > nPts)
disp('nPointsPerSlice cannot be achieved; slicing adjusted.');
nPointsPerSlice = nPts/4;
end
%nPointsPerSlice

% Now try to slice/reshape the column vector to (x columns of nPointsPerSlice points
each)
% in such a way that it reshapes cleanly. We'll throw away up to 1 slice of data, but we
% avoid reshape barfing up an error here.
yfft=reshape(yfft([1:floor(length(yfft)/nPointsPerSlice)*nPointsPerSlice]),nPointsPerSlic
e,[]);
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[fftrows,fftcols]=size(yfft);
% create the lone X vector to scale these all against...
x=[0:fftrows-1];
%fftrows
recordSliceTime=datalist(fftrows,1) - datalist(1,1); % again, accurately get the elapsed
time of each slice
recordSliceTime=recordSliceTime+(recordSliceTime/fftrows); % ...
x = x .* (1/recordSliceTime); % normalize frequency according to sample rate and
nPts
fSlice = max(x); % = x(fftrows) % display the maximum frequency bin in each FFT
slice
% Same windowing story as before... just precalculate it once and apply to
% each slice. Hamming window: w(n) = 0.53836 - .46164*cos(2*pi*n/N-1)
window=[1:fftrows];
windowy = (0.53836 - .46164*cos((2*pi*window(:)) ./ (length(window)-1)));

%%% debug %%%
%figure(11);
%plot(window,windowy);

yabs=yfft; % pre-allocate yabs with same size as yfft
for j=[1:fftcols]
%yfft(:,j)=fft(yfft(:,j) );
% not windowed
yfft(:,j)=fft(yfft(:,j) .* windowy(:));
% windowed
%yabs(:,j)=yfft(:,j).*conj(yfft(:,j)) / length(yfft(:,j));
yabs(:,j)=abs(yfft(:,j)) / (0.5*length(yfft(:,j)));
yabs(1,j)=0; % Get rid of DC component
%yabs(2,j)=0; % Get rid of DC component
%yabs(3,j)=0; % Get rid of DC component
end
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figure(12+i);
% Constrain the plot to show only the data range of interest. For unadorned
% FFT-ables, we want only frequencies up to half the sampling rate (Nyquist
% frequency).
% For accelerometers, only want data up to its own specified cutoff frequency.
% Create reasonable default values for 'points of interest'. This is
% the section of the plot we will actually show.
nPointsOfInterest=nPointsPerSlice /2;
startPointOfInterest=1;
endPointOfInterest=nPointsOfInterest;
% but if overridden by command line, use those instead.
% NB: Sample rate and slice length in seconds are now variable; scale
% user's inputs in Hz to actual slice width in f-bins...
if (nargin >= 3 && isnumeric(varargin{1}) && isnumeric(varargin{2}))
if(isnumeric(varargin{1}))
startPointOfInterest = floor(varargin{1} * (fftrows / fSlice)); % cell array! % Fix
the indexing to sane 0-based...
end
if(isnumeric(varargin{2}))
endPointOfInterest = floor(varargin{2} * (fftrows / fSlice)); % cell array!
end
end
if (nargin > 3 && isnumeric(varargin{3}))
% Ceiling the data so the little stuff can be seen in the plot
yabs(:)= (yabs(:) .* (yabs(:)<varargin{3})) + (yabs(:)>varargin{3})*varargin{3}; %
rewrite to ceiling if value>ceiling.
end
% if user entered invalid frequency values, constrain them to a range the plot actually
contains
if(startPointOfInterest < 0)
startPointOfInterest = 0;
end
if(endPointOfInterest > length(x)/2)
endPointOfInterest = length(x)/2; % do not show user aliased data
end
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% finally, actually make the plot!
surf([1:fftcols] /
nSlicesPerSecond,x([startPointOfInterest+1:endPointOfInterest+1]),yabs([startPointOfInt
erest+1:endPointOfInterest+1],:));
xlabel('Time (s)');
ylabel('Freq (Hz)');
zlabel('Amplitude (g)');
set(gcf(), 'Name', strcat([axes_list(i), ' Frequency (2-D)']));
shading interp
end
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Appendix B: Volture Datasheet

Piezoelectric Energy Harvesters
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Appendix C: Vibration Data Logger Specification

Shock Impact Vibration Data Logger
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Appendix D: Electrical Circuit Schematic

Multi – Source Energy Harvester Circuit
Linear Technology part no. 2042A
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